A folded, multiplierless lifting based wavelet pipeline for the 9/7 and the 5/3 filters is presented. The proposed pipeline requires a small amount of logic and achieves a 100% hardware utilization with a performance loss lower than 0.7 dB compared to a JPEG2000 compliant wavelet stage.
a different 9/7 symmetric biorthogonal perfect reconstruction wavelet is obtained, whereĤ(z) is the analysis low pass filter [6] . If we apply the Euclidean algorithm toĤ(z) polyphase representation we obtain only two lifting stepsŝ(z) = 
andt(z) =β(z + 1). As it can be observed this factorization allows to share the second lifting step and the scaling factor with the 5/3 LS (β ≡ β (5, 3) andζ ≡ ζ (5, 3) ). The first 5/3 lifting step can be easily embedded into the first
. The simple pipeline shown in Fig. 2 (a) folds the 5/3 LS intoĤ(z) LS. Some multiplexers have been added to correctly manage boundary extension when the input pixel is the first (P is first, U is first) or the last (P is last).
The S97 53n multiplexer allows to select the 9/7 or the 5/3 wavelet in the first lifting step (predict).
III. RESULTS
To compare the proposed pipeline to the LF solution proposed in [3] we folded the 5/3 lifting steps into the 9/7 LF architecture. As depicted in Fig. 2 (b) folding the two wavelets requires to implement α (9,7) = − (5, 3) and seven multiplexers, which select the proper branch (e.g. β (9,7) or β Table II show the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) obtained for 5 standard 512×512
images ("lena" -img1, "barbara" -img2, "boat" -img3, "goldhill" -img4, "fingerprint" -img5) at different bitrates (0.25, 0.5 and 1 bit per pixel -bpp) varying the number of wavelet decomposition levels (L ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} 1 ) with default encoder values for precinct and code-block size. To set up the experiments we implemented into the openjpeg model the two lifting steps and the four lifting steps multiplierless solutions both at the encoder and the decoder side [8] . Compared to the original openjpeg results, the four lifting steps multiplierless implementation shows a performance loss lower than 0.15 dB, whereas the two steps solution, detailed in Section II, grants a performance loss lower than 0.7 dB. Fig. 1 . 9/7 LS, multiplierless LF scheme proposed in [3] . Fig. 2 . Proposed folded pipeline (a) and [3] multiplierless LF pipeline with folded 5/3 lifting steps (b). Table I . Lifting coefficients: original 9/7, rational 9/7 [4] and 5/3. Table II 
